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INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL AERODYNAMICS OF tiCTED- “

EODIES AT SUPERSONIC SPEEiX3 “

By Clinton E. Brown 1

SUMMARY

A method for oaloulatiing the lift, moment, and
pressure drag of slender open-nose bodies of revolution
at supersonic speeds is described. An application of the
metho~ to Q typicel ram-jet fuselage is shown to give
excellent agreement with available experimental data,
A drag oom~~rlson was omitte3 because of the presence
of skin-friction drag in the experimental drag data.
The problem of obtaining high total-pressure recovery at
supersonic sneeds.is discussed .md some experimental
data obtained at the Langley iflemc~ialAeronautical
Laborato~y of the NACA on cirotilardiffusers is pre-
sented. Tt is oointed out that variable-p-eometry dif-
fusers might be designed to gl.vehigh tiiffuser efficien-
cies over a wide range of Mach number,

lNTRODGCTTON “

Work on ram-jet housing bodies was started at the
NACA in the summer of 19+3. At that time, no experi-
mental data of any kind were available in this country
on ducted bodies at supersonic speeds. As work pro-
gressed, an open-nose body of revolution was selected
as a fhselage for a possible supersonic airplane. A
test ~rogram was started in the Langley model super-
sonic tunnel and a 5-inch model of the fuselage selected
was tested at several Mach numbers. Curves from these .
data were obtained of lift, moment, and drag coefficients.
In conjunction with the test prograw, an j.nvestigation .
was begun to find means for oaloulatlng the aerodpamie
characteristlos of these bodies, As a result, a method
was found (refePenoe 1) which, for the body tested,

5
ave exoellent agreement with the e~erlmental results.
revious to this wor’k, a series of tests were conducted ‘“
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In a l-1.noh supersonlo jet at the Langley *morial
Aeronautical Laboratory’ On-oirmlar dl.ffusers hating a
small oontraotion just be?lfndthb.duet entrance (rpfer-
enoe 2). Some of-the resultn obtained are presented

..

E&. disoussed.

me disousslon given in the present paper was
originally presented at a Symposium on Supersonic Flow
held at the Johns Hopkins University, ADplied Physics
I@boratory, Silver Spring, W., on nc. 6 and 7, 1945.
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SYMBOIS
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cylindrical cooniinates

distance along
body

length of body

radius of body

/

X-axis measured from nose of

Mach angle p,+)

B=@=
gf(x,r, 0 perturbation potential

$l(x, r) perturbation potential for axial flow

$2(x, r, e ) perturbation potential for cross flow

‘x axial velocity increment b(Q)
ax

radial velocity Increment dg
‘r ()

v velocity in undisturbed stream

. . .
. .
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a

M

P

AD

P~

P

v.

a

6

P“‘L

CJ)

cm

u

~ =

veloeity of sound in undisturbed stream

Maoh numbs r -in undlaturbed at-ream (V+a) -- - . .

density In undisturbed stream

increment al surface pressure due to angle of
attaok

100al pressure

.pressure in undisturbed stream

ratio of saeclfic beats of slr (1.4)

angle of attsolr,rad?ans (except where otherwise
noted )

angle between surf~ce of body and X-axis

()
L~ft

lift ooefflcient —
52WRM2

drag coefficient

( ‘)

Dra

$~RN2

(2)Womentmoment coefficient
&’+lRN%

variable of integratl.on

x- Br cosh U
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Subscripts and suptirsori~ta:”‘“’- . ‘“ ‘“ “ .““ “:
z.

N
,., .,..Zt.

refers to nose “ ‘
.. .

nth integration” statd~n;” summationn refbrs to
variable “.

i refers to ith integration station, sum~ation’
variable

Ulax maximum .“ ..

deg in degrees

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSTS “

Pointed 3odles of’Eevoluti on

The anelysis that is nresen$e~ herein is essentially
that found in r9f’er9nce 1. ~;e gathe;uatical methods used
were :irst developad by von Karnan ml” l%ors (refer-
ence :) and aoplied to the cone proble?c aniito sharpz
nose projectiles. Tf the problem Is restricted to
slender bodies, the differential equation of motion for
a compressible fluld can be linearized to give, In
cylinfrlcal coordinates, the simple form .

where $ is the
the effect of’a

Q@+ L&.(h$.
rbr 2da2.

1) ~ (1)

pgtential function assumed to represent
small disturbance set up by the slender

bodies being considered. The roblem 1s, ~herefore, to . m
Yfind a solution of equation (1 that till satisfy the

known boundary conditions at the surface of the body.
A general solutlon of the differential equation (1)
when M> 1 for ~iverglng waves has been found by Lamb
(referenoe 1:.)to be, vitlha slight chmgo tn notation:

$= x (&rscos 8a + Psrssin se

s

. .
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. . ..

where
. . .,. f.

. .

~n ~f_Q_L)B9?

~ “!:”~(2)a.uPa .= -& “PO- .“

and

/

00

‘o = g(x - Br cosh U) du

o

where

5

The part of Lamb’s general solution corresnondlng to
converging waves does not angl.y to thn pres’:il:anobletn
since all disturbances originats on the ~od~ a-:?diverge .
into the flow field investigated. Von Tarman 3~L:3Koore
have investigated the problem cf the resistance of pro-

. jectiles and cones (reference 3) and have found a
solution for the case of axial symnetry

.

s9=-=- Br cosh U) du (3)
o

whloh can be seen to be a special case of the gsnqral
solution with s = O. In their analysis It was found that
the body, in this ease a sharp-nose projectile, could be

.

I —— ..
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then be written -

‘% ‘: ‘~[“””’-%”)-
i.=1

where

-1
cogh.

( )]‘1-in

rl=xn-~i ‘
‘t BRn

and

‘i = f! (g);
-.

with the boundary candittons

(5)

.

(6)

These three equations in three unknowns An, Vr , Vx
( n J

were solved at each station on the body for Vr and Vx.
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~ pressures were then found from the Bsrnoulli equation
, in the form:.... ... ,, ..-, .. . . .-___ . . .

F’ermrl (referenoe 5) Wki T8ien (reference ~) have
Independently found solutions for the ease of ~otnted
bodies of revolution at small a@es of attack. It waS
shown that the potential could be expressed In two tezms:
the first, from equation (3),

is the solution for the nure axial
and the second

U) du

flow already describe%

$2 = -3 Cos e J f2(x - W cosh U) cosh U du (8)
~

represents the cross-flow potential of an arbitrary
distribution of doublets along the axis of the body
starting at the nose of the oone or project!.le. The
form of equation (~)eis such that the cross flow is
from the directipn = 9.

By neglecting the small effeot of the axial flow
on the llftin”gprpssurea, Tsien obtained for the pointed
projectile of arbitrary shape the equations:
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.
., ..’

(9) .

.( .BaBe)gq-%+1 - ‘n %+1 + %

R
Base

ml “
1=29[“’’-’(!1-1”)-cog’-’(v)

“+(q:) f- -,,”

(lo)

(11)

The values Ki in these equations are assumed to be
constants for each interval of the step-by-step process.
The moment coefficient of equation (10) is assumed posi-
tive for nosing-up moments, the moments be$ng taken
about the nose.
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9

open-hose Bodies

~ W flow-oonditlona over am open-nose body differ
fratn those of pointed bodies in that, for finite angles
of the.nosa lip, the flow 18 two-dlmeaslonal at the lip.
Ws problem me not eogaidered in referenoea 3, ,
md 6, giti the general solution should therefore L
examined,to dptermine its ap llcmblllty to this qmoial
Caseo It lma been shown ~ Lb (referenoek) -t a
mffioient requirement for the efistence of the ~eneral
solution to the dlfferenttal equation of motion is that
f(x - Br oosh u) be zero for all values of * aqgument
less Wan some s.MMtrary limitlng value. The cletemZna-
tion of f(x - Rr Gosh u) suoh that the boundary oorxU-
tlons at the open-nose body are satisfied assures the
fulfillment of this general requirement. For the usual
ease of supereonio flow Into the nose, the boundmry
eondltion requiMS the surfaoe of the body to be a
oonthuati on of a oyllndrioal stre6unsurfaoe of radius RH
in the undisturbed flow ahead of the body, as shown in
figure 1. ‘lheperturbation potentials (equations (3)
and (8) ) must therefore be zero at the aylindrioal stream
surf aoe ahead of the body. Substltutlng-~ = x
in equations (3) azni(8) givas

and

The bo~ary eonditiona are obviously satisfied

- & oosh U

(12)

(13)

f~( s) = f@ = o for all valueo of- g < * - ~,
where ihe point (~, Ro) is at the lip of the open-nose

body. Values of fl(g) and fa(g) for E>xo-w

!

—— . .-
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then rkmaln to be deterinined so that the body surface
is a ~ontinuationm of this stream sprface. From physical
considerations, “mfl(~) k~ f2(~) may-be regarded as
an axial distribution or sources and dmoublets, respec-”
tively, where ~ 1s measured along the.X-axis. As the
effect of a source or doublet can only be .falt along or
behind its Msch oone, the source dls,trlbut~~n must begin
a distance BRn ahead of the,rose. !lhIspoint is

chosen for the origin of the coordinate” system. It must
be emphasized that the source and doublet’ distribution
detemlned by satisfying the boundary conditions at the
stream and body surfaces show in” figure 1 does not
represent oorrectly the flow lfiside”that stream surf’aceo
This result corresponds to the Physioal fact that the.
aotual supersonic flow into the”nose does ~not affeot
the flow external to the body.. The basic assumptions
of potential flow and small tiaturbanoes are valid “

““p~vlded the slope of the ‘bddy.surfaoe is small. Adua31y,
for finite angles of the nose lip.,a nonconical shock
wave is formed whioh causes a 10S-Sin total head and
#roduoes rotation In the field..

. .
Numerical integration of equation. , .wkth oo’n~

stant values of fl~(~) over the integration Intervals—
assumed, results i= the same expressions for Vr and V=

n
as those obtained by von Kdrmdn~and fioore (equat?o~(h)
- (5))* These.-constant values of fl!(~) are deter-

mined by satisfying tbe boundary condition:

‘r
— = tan an
V+vx

(4)

where tan 8n is the slope of surface of the body at
the nth interval of Integration.

~ following the method of reference $, the lift
and moment coefficients for small angles’of attack
based on the area of the nose may be written
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where Z is the lehgth

radius, and the moments
the body. Substituti~
e~uations (15) and (16)

~f ths body,
%

is the nose

are taken about the midpoint of
the expression for ?)$~dx J-n
gives, for CL and cm,

f

Z+BRN

R dX

J’
x-BR

@

(17)

cm=- *~c~s2’“’fz+BRN(+39,’~
o % .

The distribution function f2(~) must be determined by
the boundary condition

I —
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..

(19)

which assumes that the radial vslooity 1s normal to the
surface. A more rigorous boundary condlt?.on takin~.
into account the slope of the body was given by Terrari
(reference 5). Fsr small surface angles, however, equa-
tion (19) is within the accuracy oS-the sm.all-~erturbation
assumptions. The expression

is integrated numerical
M

for constant values of’
f2~(~) = ~ over the 1 interval of Integration to

obtain the sum

- cosh
()

-1 Tin

J

Substltut3.n& this equation in equatl~n (19) gives

m-]112-1
‘i (22)
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E??q
Wtth..thevalues of — determined, equations (17) and (1~) become

2va

2acL=—
Z( % - %-1) (Rn +

%@ ~

.

. .

V + 2BRN
-—c%”= ~

L ;
RN2Bt ~ \

.

2

,

(23)
J

,

.
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In equations (23) and (4) the pressure used for a
given integration interval ie the average of the pres-
sures at the beginning ati at the end of the interval.
~is scheme”of using average lifting pressure is particu-
larly necessary in regions where the pressure Is rapidly
chqing. The method does not give the pressure at the
beginning of the first integration Interval, that is,
at the point n = O. It oan be shown that,as the first
interval ap~rdaches zero, the pressure at thellip (n = 0)
1S obtained by lettlng the expression In equations (23)

have ‘the-value0.5 when n = 1,

COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT

Calmlations were made to”obtain the pressure drag,
lift, and moment of the open-nose body on whl.oh tests
had been made. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the body
for whioh the calculations were made, with the integra-
tion stations at whioh the boundary conditions were
applied. The oomputatima were made for the M30h
numbers 1.LL5,1.60, 1,75, and 3.00,

The experimental drag results had a considerable
amount of skin drag and a dr~ comparison wcs not there-
fore conclusive. Estimates of the skin-friction coeffi-
cient showed~ howevers ti~latthe calculated drag was of
t??eright order. me qyeemnt of the experimental lift
and moment coefficients with the calculated results was
quite good. Fl~ure 2 gives a comparison of the li.ft-
and moment-coefficient curves with the experimental
data. The effeot of the Internal flow on the lift oan
be seen t’mm momentum considerations to be ACL = 2a,

~ereas the moment tiich Is taken about the midpoint of
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the fuselage Is ACm = a. These increments have been
added to the calculated results for the comparison. In
the tests, a tail-surfaoe supporting ferrule was placed
over-the’ tall sec”tlon”;’and no e“xperlmental-differences
In lift and moment could be detected. It was conoluded,
therefore, that the thickening of the boundary layer
ahead of the shock at the trailing edge was (in effect)
fornd.nga ferrule tall when the ferrule was not actually
in place. }.dditional oaloulations were then made for
the shape Wth the ferrule tail and, as can be seen @ “
figure 2,the agreement with experiment was improved.

Tne 2.eneral results of the conrputations”are inter-
esting as they show the effect of Mach number on the
body characteristics. In figurg 3 the lift-curve slope

CL/adeg shows an increase with increasing Kach number

as is the case with projectiles, tests of which were
made in Gewany and Italy and reported in reference 7.
The pressure-drag coefficient CD drops off, as would
be expected. The effeot of .iachnumber on moment and
lift can be better illustrated by plotting the effecti%e
lifting pressures for different Mach numbers. In fig-
ure 4 the distribution of incremental surface pressure
oo30f’fioientsA#~ Sos e is plotted for M = 1.6

Y= 3.0. As%e Mach number increases, a greater
proportion of the lift is shown to be oarried over the
center section of the body and,as a result,a rearward
shift occurs in the center of pressure. Fi5wre 5 SEOWS
the distribution of drag pressures over the body. It
can be seen that over the conical nose section the pres-
sures fall from tr.elip-wedge pressures (pressures on a
two-dimensional wedge of ths same angle, referenoe ~) to
a~proximstely the pressure expected on a cone of the
same apex angle (reference jj. At the corners the pres-
smes fall approximately in accordance with the Prandtl-
?ieyerrelation for flow around a corner (referenoe ?).
The method of calculation nresented herein is given In
more detail in reference 1.

Ferrari (reference lC) has developed the method of
characteristics for determining the fields of flow about .
arbitrary bodies of revolution. His method consists of
a step-by-step determination of ,the pressures and veloci-
ties at all points in the field starting from some known
boundary. The work involved in obtaining lift and
moments is, however, especially tedious as the step-by-
step process must be carried out along and around the
body.

—--- — _ . _ _ _ __ . - _ —. -. -
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The problems of obtaining high. ram rec~very in
supersonic flows is of great importance. At high Mach
numbers the pressure recovered by a normal shock wave
becomes e.small fraction of the total pressure in the
stream; the total pressure losses through shock waves
can be reduced only by a reduction i.nthe Mach number
no-al to the wave. Interest is therefore centered in
the design of diffusers in which the Intensity of the
shock waves is kept to a mfni?num. Theoretically a
diffuser could be so shaned as to allow smooth isen-
tropic compression through the speed of sound; however,
Kantrowitz snd Dnaldson (reference 2) have shown that
such a flow is unstable and unattainable in practice.
If, however, a reversed Laval nozzle in which such a
flow exists were considered, the Wach number at the
minimum-area section would then be unity, corresponding
to a maximum mass flow per unit arOa. Any disturbance
in the strem causing a gain in entropy (10ss in total
head) ahead of the mlrdmum will cause a decrease in the
quantity Wmax. This decrease In mass flom at the

minimum leads to an accumulation of fluid which will
immediately cause a no~al shock to progress upstream
and the ~ass flow into the diffuser will thus be reduced.
If the arsa of the minimum section is Increased, the
mass flow can be increased” and tlieshock wave out in
front will move down to a position in the diver@ng
passage.

Circular diffusers.- The work of Kantrowitz and
Donaldson (reference ~~ was done on circular diffusers
for the purpose of obtaining designs which, for a
specified Path number, would allow the shock to occur
In a region of reduced Mach number, thereby reducing
the total-pressure losses through the shock and giving
more efficient diffusion. The results of the tests
showed that by a suitable choice of contraction ratio
(ratio of entrance area to minimum area) the efficiency,
even with e long subsonic diffuser, could be made to
equal and to exceed, at high Mach numbers, the efficiency
obtained by = normal shock alone. Fi&ure 6 shows the
test results on three diff’-~~rs.of different contraction
ratios. The efficiency shown In this figure 5-sdefined
as the ratio of the kinetic energy that the diffused air
would hsve after isentropic expansion to free-stresm
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pressure to the kinetic energy of the free stream before
entering the diffuser. The ourvea for the diffusers,—.-..
t%at are de-signed for the lower”Maoh numbers fall below
the normal shook litie. TMs result, however, is prabably
the effect.of the larger ratio of friction 10SS to shock .
loss in the lower supersonic Mach number range. The .
curve labeled IfCrocco?sr#sum611 1s one given in refer- “
enoe 11 as the probable efficiency of diffusers for
supersonic wind tunnels that ”have large, well-established
boundary layers ahead of the shock. “

Annular inlets.- Several proposals have been made
for missiles with annular inlets located back on a
pro$eetile-shaped nose. Tnlets of this type seem to have
several outstanding disadvantages. The most serious is
the large boundary layer which, l.npassing throur@ the
shock whve In the diffuser, will most certainly cause
serious separation. Another prnblem is thst the inlet
way be located in a high 100al Mach number regton ~n
which the diffuser effioienoy would be again im~alred.
A preliminary test of such a diffuser has beerlmade in
the Langley model supersonic tunnel. As the tes:~ were
cut short, only a few points were obte.ined:however, the
best efficiencies found were considerac)ly below tinose
obtained by Kantrow!tz and Donaldson. Total-head
recovery of the model was 70 oercent at a liachnumber
of 1.55. In tie work of Taylor and kaccoll {refer-
ence 1.2)on flow over cones, it “was found that for large
cone angles subsonic flow was produced on the surface of
the cone. This result immediately suggests the possibility
of an annular diffuser built around a cone. At present,
further mrk is In progress at the Langley Laboratory of
the NACA on diffusers of this type. Recent renorts of
work done in Germany on similar diffusers have Indioated
that substantial gains in efficiency have been oDtainod,
especially at high Mach numbers.

Variable-area diffusers.- The use of constant-
geome~ry dlffusers operating at other than design con-
ditions will probably always result in reduced diffuser
efficiencies. If a variable minimum is nrovideti in the
diffuser, the local Mach num~er at which the shock wave
occurs oan be controlled and kept as close to 1 as
stability conditions will permit. It appears that the
pressure fluctuations in the combustion chamber of jet-
propelled supersonic. aircraft till probably limit the
shock Mach number to some value sllghtly above 1 where
the shock losses are still insignificant. The exact
value-of this local Mach number must be determined by

.-

.-

/’
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tests of the burners and all components In the ducts
behind the shock wave. A movable cone ln,a fixed
cylinder similar to the area-changing device used.on
several jet-motor exits appears to offer possibilities
for use as a variable-geometry diffuser; it is also
possible that a rubber area-changing device similar in
operation to wing de-leer boots would make a simple
easily controlled variable diffuser.

CONCLUDING RE?4ARXS

Flight in the supersonic speed range will undoubtedly
require airplanes of high aerodynamic ref’lnement. At
present, a large and increasing amount of theoretical
worlkis available on this subject. T--9lift and moment
characteristics of ducted bodies et supersonic speeds,
obtained by the method presented, were sh.om to give
excellent agreement ti.thavailable experimental data,
A great need is evident, however, for more test data at
high Mach numbers, since theory In this field is well in
advance of experiment.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley ~ield, Va.

,.
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Figure 2.- Comparison of calculated lift and moment coefficients with experimental
data. M = 1.45.
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Figure 3.- Theoretical variation of lift, moment, and drag coefficients
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Figure 4.- Distribution of incremental surface pressures over the body at twd
Mach numbers.
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Figure 5.- Calculated pressure distributions for a = O’. m
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Figure 6.- Diffuser test results of reference.
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